Quanton
THE WAY TO HEALTH

TO BE HEALTHY AND HAPPY –
IT IS NATURAL


If everything proceeds in accordance
with the Law of the Creator and all
forms of life are coordinated among
themselves in harmonious system, then
nothing needs to be controlled –
everything happens spontaneously on
the basis of information exchange
through feedback, the so-called
biofeedback which underlies the selfregulation of biosystems.

WHAT YOU NEED TO BE
HEALTHY AND HAPPY?


Healthy thinking



Healthy emotions



Maintaining a positive
mood



Good food, clean air
and water



Healthy and regular
movement

HOW TO GET BACK TO THIS STATE IF
THERE IS A HEALTH PROBLEM?
1. Recognize that everything we
have in life is the result of our
thinking and actions
 2. Let go of everything that causes
tension and stress
 3. Filter out harmful habits
 4. Apply the best methods to
improve your health quickly and
without side effects


WHAT METHODS ARE THE BEST FOR
IMPROVING HEALTH?
1. Those that have no side effects
 2. Look for the cause and
remove it
 3. The effects take place after a
few days or weeks and stay
forever
 4. The person who offers them is
to be an example of their
effectiveness


ALL OF THESE ADVANTAGES BELONG
TO THE QUANTON METHOD


Among many methods of recovery, we
propose a system of correction of
biophysical and biochemical processes in
the body - Quanton, which has no
analogues in terms of efficiency, speed of
action and long-term changes in the
body.



The system is based on quantum physics
and operates on the physical, mental and
bioenergetic levels

WHAT DO WE NEED TO KNOW ABOUT
QUANTUM PHYSICS?


The formula E = mc2 proposed by the quantum
physics genius Albert Einstein Expresses the
equivalent of the mass of an object or system to
the energy contained in it.



And if so, everything that surrounds us, including
the human body - is an energy with certain
features characterizing the wavelength,
frequency, amplitude, phase etc…



Conclusion: all biological systems can be
influenced by energy – especially adapted
current or magnetic field with appropriate
frequencies, amplitude, form of signal

HOW DOES QUANTUM PHYSICS WORK
IN THE HUMAN BODY?


All our bodies consist of cells that are made of biological
structures based on molecules and atoms. Each atom
consists of a nucleus and the electron nucleus surrounding
it.



Parameters of atoms are stable but by influencing their
electrons with precisely chosen frequencies, one can
simulate jumping electrons between orbits, which will emit
additional quanta energy from the atom.



The accumulation of additional energy in the atoms and
molecules of our body will increase immunity, eliminate
pathological processes and launch self-regulating and selfhealing systems.

QUANTUM MEDICINE

(based on the Bohr atom construction model)


The disease then occurs as the
external and internal destructive
influence is greater than the energy
reserves and as a result the body loses
a lot of energy to maintain
homeostasis.



Healing begins with increasing energy
reserves as a result of individual and
precisely selected therapy for the
neutralization of pathological
processes, elimination of dangerous
microorganisms and arrangement of
physiology?

HEALTH PRINCIPLE – IS HOMEOSTATIC
BALANCE AND HIGH RESERVES


The higher the Adaptive
Reserves the greater
destruction the organism can
withstand without apprising
any disease.



The stronger and more
permanent destructive
impacts – the higher the risk of
getting sick.

QUANTON METHOD
 Quanton

- the name of the method thanks to
which TONIZATION of the human body takes
place within 3 to 7 days by using QUANT
energy via special technology, which helps
the organism regains its stability, functionality
and ability to self regulate.

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBILITIES OF THE
QUANTON METHOD?
Blood test under a
microscope
This is how our client’s
blood looks under a
microscope before the
Quanton therapy

CHANGE IN BLOOD CONDITION
This is how the same client’s
blood looks after

5-day
Quanton therapy
Such blood condition lasts up
to half a year and longer,
depending on the destructive
impact

KIRLIAN CAMERA ANALYSIS

Using the patented GDV
technology, you can observe
the difference in the intensity
of the human energy field
after using the Quanton
method

WHAT’S THE UNIQUENESS?
 High

efficiency only due to
individual and precisely chosen
frequency for a specific
problem at a given time

 Not

completed therapy of
individually created program
within 1-2 days loses its
effectiveness!

WHAT’S THE UNIQUENESS?
 Due

to high frequency
ranges, it is possible to
interact at the
molecular and atomic
level, which deepens
the therapy to the level
of the cause of
dysfunction

WHAT IS THE METHOD QUANTON FOR?


Rapid elimination of acute conditions in short
period of time from 10 to 60 minutes without
side effects.



Treatment of long-term and chronic
conditions within 5 days to several months
with the possibility of complete cure.



Elimination of all types of viral, bacterial and
parasitic infections up to 5 days.



Detoxification of the body from external and
internal toxins.



Restoration of the psycho-emotional balance.

WHAT CAN BE CURED BY THE
QUANTON METHOD?


Migraine 3-7 days forever





Syphilis, chlamydia, trichomonoses,
toxocariasis, trichinosis, gonorea and many
other parasitic diseases within 3-7 days

Lyme diseas 3-4 cycles of 5-7 days in 3-5
months



Jaundice (without liver cirrhosis)



Hyperthyroidism and hypothyroidism (unless it
is chemically damaged)



All viral diseases 3-7 days



Allergy 3-7 days





Headaches, lack of focus, depression,
memory lapses not related to serious
damage of the nervous system.

Various types of ingestion, flatulence, reflux
and other dysfunction of digestive system



Pain in the back, muscles, joints



Autoagresion due to organ dysfunctions and
systems



Hair loss, skin itchiness.

QUOTE FROM THE ANCIENT
CHINESE APOCRYPH


The student asked his master Qigong:

“Is it true that in the distant past
doctors didn’t use medical herbs
or acupuncture?”



The master answered:

“In ancient times, energy

was passed directly;
acupuncture and herbs
we use today are a step
backwards compared
to direct energy
communication.”

